Finite Element Analyses and Experimental Study about Normal and Low Temperature Properties of Cryogenic COPV
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Abstract. Based on the ANSYS software, a finite element model using for analyzing the properties of the developed cryogenic composite overwrapped pressure vessels (COPV) is established. The stress and strain conditions under the operational pressure were analyzed including of the overwrapped fibrous layer and the metal inside lining, which were used to respectively explain the properties under the normal temperature and the low temperature. The differences between the normal temperature properties and the low temperature properties were also clarified. Simultaneously, the weakness of the cryogenic COPV was identified. A test apparatus applying for the experimental studies of the developed cryogenic COPV was build, the pressure-circulation experiments under the normal temperature and the temperature of liquid nitrogen were respectively carried out, and the actual service requirements of the developed cryogenic COPV were tested.

Instructions

The composite overwrapped pressure vessels (COPV) is manufactured by enwinding high strength fibers on metal or non-metal inside linings, and have many merits including of light weight, good rigidity, high reliability, long service time, good fatigue resistance etc. The COPV have been comprehensively applied for the aviation, space and other industries$^{[1]}$. The resin of the COPV is generally the ethoxyline resin that has many merits including of good mechanical property, strong adhesion, ease solidification etc, but its plasticity and toughness will decrease with the descending of the ambient temperature, so mainly is used for normal conditions$^{[2-5]}$. For satisfying the application needs of low temperature conditions for example liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen, many countries are developing the cryogenic COPV, and many related key techniques have been solved$^{[6-7]}$. At the present time, the cryogenic COPV has some practical applications.

The working performances of the cryogenic COPV should be clarified, which is the basic requirement of its development and applications. Using the finite element method, the normal and low temperature properties of the developed cryogenic COPV were analyzed in this paper, and were tested by the practical working conditions.

1 Structure of Cryogenic COPV

The developed cryogenic COPV is constituted by the metal inside lining and the strengthen structure of fiber winding layer, and its volume is 56L and its picture is shown in Fig. 1. The metal inside lining composes of the cylindrical section, spheroidicity end plate, field joint and porting joint etc. The fiber winding layer is fabricated by the resin base and the strengthen fiber.

2 Simulation Analyses

2.1 Finite Element Model

Based on the ANSYS software, the finite element analysis of the 56L cryogenic COPV is performed. According to the structure and load characteristics, the 1/8 finite element model is developed, as
shown in Fig. 2. The analysis of the metal inside lining and the fiber layer respectively adopts the solid 95 element and the shell 91 element. The contact of the metal inside lining with the fiber layer is simulated by the contact of the deformable body with the deformable body.

The symmetry boundary is adopted in the finite element model, as shown in Fig. 3. All the freedoms of the end surface of the nozzle are constrained.

**2.2 Analysis of Normal Temperature Property**

Under the operational pressure (35 MPa) of normal temperature (293 K), the Mises stress and the Mises strain of the metal inside line are respectively shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, and the following results can be obtained. The maximum Mises stress is 304 MPa that is slightly bigger than the yield limit 300 MPa of the material, and is less than the breaking point of 320 MPa of the material. The maximum Mises strain is 0.032, which is far less than the breaking strain 0.12 of the material. Therefore, it can be concluded that the metal inside line doesn’t damage and can service normally under the operational pressure of normal temperature.

For the inner surface of the metal inside line, the Mises stress path and the Mises strain path are respectively shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. The selected path is the bus bar of the inner surface of the metal inside line, which is from the end plate of the bottleneck to the middle of the straight barrel shell. It can be found from Fig. 6 that the maximum Mises stress is 294.3 MPa, and locates at the middle point of the straight barrel shell and the joint point between the end plate and the straight barrel shell. The Mises stress of the end plate segment is uniform, and is about 165 MPa that is
lower than the yield limit 300 MPa of the material. The Mises stress of the joint point between the end plate and the straight barrel shell generates mutation and the stress increments suddenly. It can be found from Fig. 7 that the maximum Mises strain is 0.026, and far less than the breaking strain 0.12, and is near the bottleneck of the end plate. The Mises strain of the straight barrel shell is homogeneous and is about 0.011, from which it can be concluded that the metal inside lining doesn’t break. The maximum Mises stress in Fig. 4 locates at the outside surface of the metal inside lining, and the maximum Mises stress in Fig. 6 locates at the inside surface of the metal inside lining. The former is slightly larger than the latter, which is caused by the contact of the outside surface with the fibrous layer.

For the outer layer of the overwrapped fibrous layer, the stress and the strain long the bus bar are respectively shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, from which it can be found that there are individually two peak values for both the stress diagram and the strain diagram, and respectively located at the ending of the nozzle and the joint point between the end plate and the straight barrel segment. For the straight barrel segment, both the stress distribution and the strain distribution are uniform. For the practical winding course of the cryogenic COPV, there are fiber accumulations at the ending of the nozzle, so it is difficult to accurately analyze the stress and the strain. Therefore, the strength at the ending of the nozzle is guaranteed by the metal inside lining, and the results can be ignored when analyzing the overwrapped fibrous layer. From Fig. 8, it can be found that the axial stress at the joint point between the end plate and the straight barrel segment is maximal. The value is about 1360 MPa that is lower than the 1-direction tensile-strength, but is higher than the tensile-strengths of both the 2-direction and the 3-direction. Therefore, there might happen matrix crack, but don’t happen fiber break, and the use of the cryogenic COPV can be ensured. From Fig. 9, it can be found that the radial strain at the joint point between the end plate and the straight barrel segment is maximal, and the value is about 0.0105. Based on mentioned above, it can be concluded that the joint point between the end plate and the straight barrel segment is the weakest area of the cryogenic COPV, and the position might be here if the cryogenic COPV happen strength failure.
2.3 Analysis of Low Temperature Property

Under the operational pressure (35 MPa) of low temperature (90 K), the Mises stress and the Mises strain of the metal inside line are respectively shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, and the following results can be obtained. The maximum Mises stress is 361 MPa that is slightly bigger than the yield limit 345 MPa of the material, and is less than the breaking point of 450 MPa of the material. The maximum Mises strain is 0.018, which is far less than the breaking strain 0.18 of the material. Therefore, it can be concluded that the metal inside line can service normally under the operational pressure of low temperature.

For the inner surface of the metal inside line, the Mises stress path and the Mises strain path are respectively shown in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13. The selected path is the same bus bar of the inner surface of the metal inside line. Both the maximum stress and the maximum strain are found to be at the end plate near the nozzle, and the stress and the strain of the joint point between the end plate and the straight barrel shell are also large. Comparing the analytical results of the normal temperature with that of the low temperature, the following conclusions can be obtained. The stress level of the metal inside lining under low temperature is higher, which is caused by the improvements of both the yield limit and the breaking point of 6061 alloy under the low temperature. Under the low
temperature, the stress distribution of the metal inside lining is more homogeneous. The positions of the maximum strain are different, and are at the end plate near the nozzle under low temperature, but are at the joint point between the end plate and the straight barrel shell under normal temperature, which is caused by that the coefficient of linear expansion of the material of the metal inside lining doesn’t match with that of the composite.

![Fig. 12 Mises stress path of the inner surface of the metal inside lining](image1)

![Fig. 13 Mises strain path of the inner surface of the metal inside lining](image2)

For the outer layer of the overwrapped fibrous layer, the stress and the strain long the bus bar are respectively shown in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15, from which it can be found that there are individually two peak values for both the stress diagram and the strain diagram, and respectively located at the ending of the nozzle and the joint point between the end plate and the straight barrel shell. For the straight barrel segment, both the stress distribution and the strain distribution are uniform. The results mentioned above are similar with that under the normal temperature, but the stress level and the strain level at the end plate and the joint decrease under low temperature. If the stress and the strain at the ending of the nozzle are ignored, the circumferential stress and strain at the joint point between the end plate and the straight barrel segment are maximal. The maximum stress is about 827 MPa, and the maximum strain is about 0.008. The maximum stress is lower than the 1-direction tensile-strength, but is higher than the tensile-strengths of both the 2-direction and the 3-direction. Therefore, there might happen matrix crack, but don’t happen fiber break, and the use of the cryogenic COPV can be ensured. It can be concluded that the joint point between the end plate and the straight barrel segment is the weakest area of the cryogenic COPV, and the position might be here if the cryogenic COPV happen strength failure. Comparing the analytical results of the normal temperature with that of the low temperature, it can be found that both the stress and the strain of the outermost layer of the composite layer decrease under the low temperature, which is caused by the shrinkage of the materials under low temperature.
### 3 Experimental Studies

For the developed cryogenic COPV, the pressure-circulation experiment of one hundred times of 0~35MPa~0 was carried out. Under the normal temperature, and the testing medium is water. The maximum test pressure is same with that of the simulated analysis. In the experimental course, uncommon conditions such as leakage and breaking don’t happen, and the experimental results meet the requirements. Secondly, the pressure-circulation experiment of twenty-five times of 4MPa~35MPa~4MPa was carried out under the temperature of liquid nitrogen, and the test apparatus is as shown in Fig. 16. After the experiment, the test sample was taken out from the test apparatus, as shown in Fig. 17. By the detections, the status of the test sample is good, and no abnormal conditions happened. So the normal and low temperature prosperities were verified, and were consistent with the results of the simulation analysis.

### Conclusions

In order to analyze and verify the normal and low temperature properties of the developed the cryogenic COPV, the analytical and experimental works are carried out, and the main conclusions are as follows. The finite element analysis model based on the ANASYS software was developed to study the cryogenic COPV, and both the normal temperature property and the low temperature property can be obtained. By analyzing the stress and strain conditions of both the overwrapped...
fibrous layer and the metal inside lining, not only the stress and deformation features of the cryogenic COPV can be obtained under the operational pressure, but also the weakness of cryogenic COPV can be identified simultaneously. The test apparatus applying for the experimental studies of the cryogenic COPV was build, and the properties under the normal temperature and the low temperature were tested. The actual service requirements of the developed cryogenic COPV were satisfied.
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